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August 24, 2015

Mr. Avery Chumbley, Chairperson and Members of the Maul Regional Healthcare
System Board of Directors
Maui Region, Hawaii Health Systems Corporation
221 Mahalani Street

Wailuku, Hawaii 96793

Dear Mr. Chumbley,

Kaiser Permanente Hawaii greatly appreciates the opportunity to submit the enclosed
proposal to create a public-private partnership with the Maui Region of Hawaii Health
Systems Corporation.

We're committed to the total health of the people of Maui County. We would be
honored to have the privilege of collaborating with local leaders in health care,
government, labor, and community organizations to enhance the high-quality,
affordable care available to residents and visitors. We aim to achieve this goal by
investing in the people, services, programs, facilities and technology that are essential
to supporting Maui care on Maui, while significantly reducing the burden on the State
to fund operating losses.

With more than 55,000 members and 46 years of experience on the Valley Isle, we
understand the unique challenges and opportunities that exist for the continuum of
care. We greatly appreciate the system improvements that have already been put into
place in recent years on Maui and are determined to build on these strengths together
to deliver on our aligned vision for Maui Memorial Medical Center, Kula Hospital, Lanai
Community Hospital, and the greater community.

We welcome the opportunity to address any questions or concerns that might arise
while reviewing our proposal. We lookforward to the possibility of becoming your
partner and contributing to an even stronger and more vibrant community for Maui
County.

With warmest regards.

Mary Ann Barnes, RN, MSN
President, Hawaii Region
Kaiser Foundation Hospitals & Health Plan
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Background and Project Summary

Describe the Proposer's understanding of the partnership and management
agreement as well as the types of initiatives the Proposer may undertake.

introduction

Kaiser Permanente Hawaii ("KP Hawaii") acknowledges the board and leadership of
the Maui Region of Hawaii Health Systems Corporation ("MRHS"), the legislators,
the Governor and his staff, and the Mayor of Maui for their foresight and dedication
in undertaking this process to establish a public-private partnership. In making this
proposal, Kaiser Permanente ("KP") will work diligently to address challenging cost and
access issues in Maui County, and will commit to keeping all MRHS facilities open to the
public and operating as community hospitals. We will continue contracting with third-
party payors and work together with hospital staff and community providers. Our goal is
the long-term sustainability of MRHS facilities.

We are proud to be considered a potential partner and will work collaboratively to
ensure that the people of Maui County have access to high-quality, affordable health
care.
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Background and Project Summary

Understanding of the Partnership and Management Agreement:

MRHS is an essential community resource and is comprised of Maui Memorial Medical
Center (MMMC), Kula Hospital, and Lanai Community Hospital. It has a long legacy of
growth, excellence and unwavering commitment to serving the unique needs of the
community, and is a major economic force on the island of Maui.

MRHS has shown tremendous dedication to ensuring this legacy is maintained and
strengthened through the successful implementation of landmark legislation, HB 1075.
This legislation provides a path forward for a "first-of-its-kind" public-private partnership
to advance MRHS's mission and vision, consistent with the goals below:

To benefit the Maui population by continuing MRHS's commitment to: (i) delivering
high-quality care for all patients across the care continuum; and (ii) providing local
employment opportunities;

To benefit neighbor islands and position MMMC as a regional referral center by
advancing investment in certain service lines (i.e.; interventional stroke; cardiology);

To improve upon the health delivery model to address and better meet the current
and future population health issues and needs of its constituents;

To benefit the State by establishing a successful template for additional public-
private hospital partnerships that would ease the State's heavy financial burden
while ensuring health care delivery to underserved populations.

KP Hawaii Initiatives:

We recognize that MRHS is seeking a partnership that will result in significant
opportunities across three key areas: Patient Care Services, State Operating Support,
and Employees.

Enumerated below are the major initiatives and commitments contained within our
proposal to help advance MRHS's strategic priorities:

Opportunities as outilned Initiatives
in the proposal packet proposed by KP Hawaii

1. Patient Care Services

Expansion of primary care =Demonstrate commitment to expanding primary
and specialty services care

" Active collaboration with community to identify
primary care needs; expansion based on needs

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Background and Project Summary

Opportunities as outlined
in the proposal packet

Coordination of care

across care continuum

Reallocation of services

among health care
facilities in Hawaii to

address outmigration and
other issues

Improvement of current
services

Improved access to rural
communities

Initiatives

proposed by KP Hawaii

- Recruitmentof specialty physicians based on
identified needs, including gaps in call coverage,
physician shortage areas, and community health
needs, including behavioral health, cardiology,
orthopaedics, urology, and neurology

• Complete MD on-call schedule to provide 24/7
coverage without gaps

• Development of behavioral health, orthopaedics,
women's and children's, cardiac care, oncology and
emergency services

• Collaboration with all Maui County providers across
continuum

• Strong partnership with Maui community agencies;
desire to keep patients near their homes for care

• Improved utilization of Kula Hospital and Hale
Makua for post-acute, long-term care

' Primary care as the foundation for coordination and
preventive care

" Increased care for Maui patients delivered on Maui
through physician recruitment, on-call physician
coverage, and improvements in quality of care

Investments in care and infrastructure on Maui

resulting in less reliance on Oahu hospitals for
patients who live on Maui

®Enhancement to current service offerings by
increasing sub-specialty physician staffing and
coverage, investing in a strong primary care
delivery system, and the complete continuum of
care

• Integration of Kula Hospital and Lanai Community
Hospital under single management team

• Use of KP'svirtual/telehealth technology

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Background and Project Summary

Opportunities as outlined
in the proposal packet

Improved physician/
administration alignment
strategies to improve,
among other things,
clinical and financial

performance

Improve quality metrics
and patient satisfaction
scores

Initiatives

proposed by KP Hawaii

Adoption of physician/administrator partnership
structure (dyad) across clinical and financial
initiatives throughout this proposal

" Promote strong collaboration with community
partners

• Implementation of KP's electronic medical record,
Epic (KP HealthConnect®)

' Evidence-based management and population
health programs

= KP led training programs for physicians, nurses, and
other providers

2. State Operating Support

Cap the operating
support levels with a high
likelihood of decreases

over time

KP estimates reducing
State operating subsidies
by ~$250M over ten years

KP estimates reducing State operating subsidies by
--$260M over ten years

KP will reduce the burden of the State by
jointly investing in service expansion, facility
improvements, community benefit and state of the
art clinical systems

3. Employees

Private market

compensation

Improve employee
satisfaction measures

• Competitive salaries and benefits provided by KP

Implementation of KP's People Pulse Survey to
evaluate workforce engagement

Professional development opportunities for
physicians and staff through KP's robust learning
infrastructure

Strong labor relations

Workplace improvement programs that engage
physician and employee participation
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Opportunities as outlined Initiatives
in the proposal packet proposed by KP Hawaii

Re-assess staffing levels Improved staffing efficiencies for existing clinical
vis-a-vis existing and future services and administrativefunctions, preserving
services and for improved local jobs to the greatest extent possible
job opportunities new opportunities for existing staff

as programs/services grow and Maui Memorial
Medical Center is recognized as a regional referral
center
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Management Qualifications

Detail the experience and qualifications of the Proposer's leadership team including
information regarding the experience and performance record of the Proposer.

KP History

KP has a deep historyand experience with the local Maui community and the State of
Hawaii, along with an influential presence on the overall U.S. health care system.

KP Hawaii is proud to have been part of the Hawaii community, providing high-
quality, affordable health care in the islands, for 57 years. We have been a part of
the fabric of Maui for 46 of those years, serving 55,000 local residents by providing
care that is focused on health and well-being, and contributing to the community at
large. Our success in caring for members, patients, and the community has earned
us the reputation for being a leader in health care quality and population health. Our
dedicated providers and staff strive to consistently do the right thing for patients,
while focusing on continuous improvement and leveraging the unique benefits of our
integrated care delivery model. We are prepared to address the health disparities and
specific health needs of the entire community, including those of the vulnerable and
underserved.
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Management Qualifications

Kaiser Permanente was established in the late 1930s through a partnership formed
by Henry J. Kaiserand Dr. Sidney Garfield to provide health care to workers and their
families during the construction of the LosAngeles Aqueduct and the Grand Coulee
Dam. Dr. Garfield was a strong proponent of then-novel ideas such as prepayment,
prevention-based services, and group medical practice, which have remained core
Kaiser Permanente principles of care. During World War II, this model was expanded
to care for workers and their families at the HenryJ. Kaiser shipyards in Oakland and in
the Portland-Vancouver area of Oregon and Washington. Kaiser Permanente expanded
to Hawaii in 1958, and has grown to become the largest private integrated health care
delivery system in the U.S., caring for 10.1 million people in eight states and the District
of Columbia. Kaiser Permanente has annual revenues of $56.4 billion and assets of

$61.9 billion and is rated A+ by both Standard & Poors and Fitch.

KP has a 70-yearhistory as an innovative provider of health care. We currently operate
38 hospitals co-located with medical offices, and an additional 618 medical offices and
outpatient facilities in seven regions, including Hawaii. Our care is provided by more
than 17,000 physicians and 177,000employees (including 49,000 nurses).

KP believes in total health, and offers delivery systemsthat provide a full continuum
of care. As a result, many of our members stay with KP for decades and across all life
stages, receiving access to a diverse array of preventive care, disease management,
geriatric management, and end-of-life programs.

Performance Awards

We are proud of the compassion, innovation, and professionalism our physicians and
staff exemplify each day in successfully managing Moanalua Medical Center and our
other local medical offices and clinics. Their dedication to caring for the community
underscores our organizational values and desire to always do what is best for the
people of Hawaii. We are excited about the opportunity to partner with leaders of
government, business, labor, and community organizations in Maui County to further
enhance the quality and coordination of health services offered to residents and visitors.

We have a long history of aspiring to excellence in health care both nationally and
locally. While we believe that the individual care experience is the most important
measure of our success, several independent organizations have acknowledgedour
work in achieving high-quality carefor our patients.

BEST
HOSPITALS

In its latest report, U.S. News and World Reportgave
our Moanalua Medical Center its highest rating of "high
performing" In four out of five common care areas: hip
replacement, knee replacement, chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease, and heart failure. The hospital ranked in the top 2
percent among 4,600 hospitals nationwide and is the only
hospital in Hawaii to achievethis many high-performing scores
for common care.
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BEST
HOSPITALS

Baby-Friendly usa

GETWTTHTHE

GUIOEUNES.

'The Joint Coinmlssion
tVnifuMliim
/'ii/liaihvCiin

•/'easur'ng cuclii'.
improving heallh cc

Quait

Moanalua Medical Center is one of only two hospitals in Hawaii
that are regionally ranked in U.S. News and World Report's
list of Best Hospitals in America. Moanalua Medical Center was
recognized for five high-performing specialties.

Our Moanalua Medical Center is the first and only "baby-
friendly" hospital in Hawaii, receiving this distinction from the
World Health Organization and UNICEF in recognition of our
advocacy of the benefits of breastfeeding.

Moanalua Medical Center received the Get With the

Guidelines®—Heart Failure Gold Plus Quality Achievement
Award, and the Stroke Gold Plus Quality Achievement Award
from the American Heart Association - the highest level of
recognition for these services. This is the seventh year Moanalua
Medical Center's cardiology department has been recognized by
Get With the Guidelines, and the fifth year it has achieved the
highest Gold Plus achievement.

Kaiser Permanente Hawaii's Palliative Care Program received
a perfect score based on 158 criteria in its accreditation by
The Joint Commission's (TJC) Advanced Certification Program
for Palliative Care. Kaiser Permanente Hawaii was the first Kaiser

Permanente facility in the nation to receive this certification.

KP Hawaii ranked No. 1 in the nation for childhood

immunizations, HPV immunizations among adolescent girls,
COPD exacerbation treatment and LDL screening among
cardiovascular patients, according to NCQA Quality Compass®
measures in Fall 2014. We are No. 1 in the state in 25 of 45

measures.

Moanalua Medical Center was recognized by The Joint
Commission in October 2014 as the only hospital in Hawaii
to achieve Top Performer status on key quality measures.
Additionally, it was recognized for the fourth year in a row for the
quality care it provides for heart attack, heart failure, pneumonia,
surgical care, and stroke patients.

Moanalua Medical Center became the first hospital in the state
to receive the Mission: Lifeline® Silver Plus Receiving Quality
Achievement Award in 2015 for demonstrating excellence in
treating severe heart attack patients. This recognition is the
highest level of achievement possible in the first year of data
measurement.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Management Qualifications

Best Doctors

20^Sl6

A total of 174 Kaiser Permanente Hawaii physicians
representing more than 45 specialties were recently named
among Hawaii's best doctors in one or both of two prestigious
peer-nominated lists for quality and excellence: 2015-2016 Best
Doctors in America® and 2015 America's Top Doctors®.

Moanalua Medical Center received a Women's Choice Award

in 2015 as one of America's Best Hospitals for Obstetrics.
This designation is determined by criteria that measure female
patient satisfaction and clinical excellence.

Kaiser Permanente Hawaii is ranked #1 in 27 HEDIS®

measures, including those for prenatal and postpartum care,
breast cancer screening, and controlling high blood pressure.

WOMEN'S CHOICE AWARD'
Tilt VOICf OI VVOMfN

Experience and Qualifications of Leadership Team
KP Hawaii is led by Mary Ann Barnes, RN, MSN and Geoffrey Sewell, MD - two highly
experienced, values-driven leaders who are committed to providing high-quality,
affordable health care across Maui County and the entire State of Hawaii. Together,
Ms. Barnes and Dr. Sewell lead an interdisciplinary team of local physicians, hospital
administrators, and other health care professionals who successfully oversee Kaiser
Permanente's Hawaii Region operations.

National

^ M MaryAnn
Barnes, RN,

MSN

President

of Kaiser

Foundation

Hospitals and
Health Plan,
Hawaii Region
Co-Chair,

Hospital Executive Council

Barnes started in her current role in

June 2014, and leads the second-largest
health plan in Hawaii, serving 240,000+
members and employing more than 4,400
staff and clinicians for its 278-bed hospital
and 22 clinics. She also chairs the Kaiser

Geoffrey S.
Sewell, MD,

FACP

President and

Executive

Medical

Director, Hawaii

Permanente

Medical Group
Chair, National

Permanente Executive Committee

Since 2007, Dr. Sewell has led Hawaii

Permanente Medical Group - the state's
largest group medical practice with 600
physicians and providers representing
more than 60 different specialties. In
2015, Dr. Sewell also became the Chair

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Management Qualifications

Permanente National Hospital Executive
Council.

Previously, Barnes was senior vice
president and executive director for
Kaiser Permanente Hospitals and Health
Plan in San Diego, including Kaiser
Permanente's 414-bed acute care hospital
and 24 medical offices. Prior to this role,

Barnes served as senior vice president
and area manager of Kaiser Permanente's
Santa Clara Service Area, composed
of the Santa Clara Medical Center and

associated medical office campuses in
Campbell, Mountain View and Milpitas,
California. She led the opening of the
new Kaiser Permanente Santa Clara

Medical Center in August 2007.

Barnes joined Kaiser Permanente in
1974 as an ICU nurse in San Diego. She
earned her Bachelor of Science degree
in nursing from Arizona State University
and her Master of Science degree in
Administration from San Diego State
University. She completed the Harvard
Business School Executive Leadership
Program and Stanford University's
Executive Business Program.

Barnes serves on the boards of a number

of community organizations, including
the American Heart Association, Hawaii;

Catholic Charities Hawaii; Age-friendly
City initiative; and the Hawaii Business
Roundtable.

of the National Permanente Executive

Committee - an elected position that
leads The Permanente Federation - an

organization that represents the national
interests of all Permanente Medical

Groups practicing medicine at Kaiser
Permanente facilities across the country.

Prior to his election as president and
executive director of the medical group,
Dr. Sewell served as a hospitalist at
Moanalua Medical Center and later as

Chief of Continuing Care and Chief of
Hospital Specialties.

Dr. Sewell received his medical degree
from the University of California, San
Diego School of Medicine. He completed
his residency and chief residency at
Legacy Good Samaritan and Emanuel
Hospitals in Portland, Oregon, where he
was the Associate Program Director of
Internal Medicine and Program Director of
Transitional Residency Programs. In 1997,
Dr. Sewell was named Medical Director

of Legacy Health System, where he was
responsible for a full range of ambulatory
and chronic care services, including the
Legacy Clinics.

Dr. Sewell is board certified in Internal

Medicine and is a fellow of the American

College of Physicians. He serves as a
Board Member of the Hawaii Health

Information Corporation.
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David M. Ulin,

MD

Physician-in-
Chief (PIC)
of Kaiser

Permanente's

Maul Clinics and

Hospital-Based
Programs

Dr. Ulin joined HPMG in 2001 and leads
all aspects of the Maui-based hospital
and clinic programs for the medical
group. Dr. Ulin has additional leadership
roles within Kaiser Permanente and

the medical group, including serving
as a key influencer on the Primary Care
and Behavioral Medicine Leadership
Development teams. He is also a member
of the Senior Care Leadership Group.

In recent years, Dr. Ulin has completed
the Harvard Business School Executive

Leadership Program as well as The
Permanente Federation's Medicine and

Management training.

Dr. Ulin earned his medical degree
from the University of Tennessee Health
Science Center College of Medicine, and
completed his residency in Pediatrics
at the University of Tennessee Medical
Center-Chattanooga, where he served as
chief resident.

Dr. Ulin is board certified in Pediatrics. He

is a member of the American Academy of
Pediatrics and is recognized on the 2015
Best Doctors in America® and America's

Top Doctors® lists.

Sally Lee, RN,
MSN

Vice President of

Clinic Operations

Prior to assuming
her current

position with
HPMG in

2014, Lee held

positions at Hawaii Pacific University and
Kuakini Medical Center, and served as

the senior director of Clinic Operations
for Medical and Surgical Specialties,
Ventures, Population Care and Prevention,
Ambulatory Nursing Practice, and Clinic
Compliance at Kaiser Permanente Hawaii.

Lee earned her Bachelor of Science

in Nursing and her Master of Science
in Nursing (Administration) from the
University of Hawaii at Manoa.

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Janna Muscare,

RN

Vice President of

Quality, Safety
and Patient

Experience

As the VP of

Quality, Safety,
and Patient

Experience, Muscare provides strategic
leadership to ensure high-quality member
experiences and outcomes directing
the development, communication and
implementation of programs, policies
and procedures to improve patient care
in all areas of the care delivery system.
She oversees the direction of clinical

measurements and guidelines and
ensures regulatory accreditation and
compliance, as well as workplace safety
and quality oversight.

Previously, Muscare served as the
assistant medical center administrator at

Kaiser Permanente's Los Angeles Medical
Center, where she oversaw quality and
patient safety since 2010. Prior to that
role, she managed various patient care
services for Kaiser Permanente's Southern

California region.

Muscare has a Master's of Science in

Administration from Central Michigan
University and her Bachelor of Science in
Nursing from Wayne State University.

Karen I. Ching,
MD, PharmD

Associate

Medical Director

of Quality and
Safety

Dr. Ching joined
HPMG in 2002.

She served as

the Chief of Pharmaceutical Services prior
to being appointed AMD of Quality and
Safety in 2012. In this role. Dr. Ching is
accountable for regional initiatives that
improve physician clinical quality across
all specialties, departments, and facilities.
She oversees progress towards regional
quality targets (e.g., HEDIS, TJC), and
patient safety goals.

Dr. Ching earned her medical degree
from the University of Hawaii, John A.
Burns School of Medicine. She completed
her Internal Medicine residency and
Nephrology fellowship at Oregon Health
& Science University Hospital. Dr. Ching
also has a Doctor of Pharmacy, which she
received from the University of the Pacific
in Stockton, California.

Dr. Ching is board certified in Nephrology
and Internal Medicine. Dr. Ching is
a member of the American Society
of Nephrology, the National Kidney
Foundation, Alpha Omega Alpha
Honor Medical Society, and the Rho
Chi Pharmacy Medical Society. She is
recognized on the 2015 America's Top
Doctors® list.
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Rudy Marilla
Vice President

of Resource

Management/
Clinical

Operations
Support

Marilla is

responsible
for Continuing Care Services including
hospital case management and home
health services. He also is responsible for
all sen/ices in Authorization and Referrals

Management (ARM), DME, and provider
contract and relations within the state.

Marilla came to Hawaii from the Kaiser

Permanente San Diego Service Area,
where he was the assistant administrator

of Utilization Management, Continuing
Care, Outside Medical and Performance

Improvement since 2013. Marilla also
served as director of Business Strategy
and Performance Improvement from
2011 to 2013. Prior to San Diego, Marilla
was a senior consultant in both strategic
planning and utilization management
at the Kaiser Permanente Southern

California Regional Offices.

Marilla is a graduate of the Kellogg
School of Management at Northwestern
University, where he received his Master
of Business Administration in Finance,
Marketing, and Entrepreneurship. Marilla
also holds a Master of Public Health

in Health Services Management and
a Bachelorof Science in Physiological
Science from the University of California,
Los Angeles.

of Leadership Tr

Kelley B. Yim,
MD

Associate

Medical Director

of Hospital
Specialties

Dr. Yim joined
HPMG in 1996.

As AMD of

Hospital Specialties, Dr. Yim oversees care
delivery for continuing care, critical care,
genetics, geriatrics, hospital medicine,
pediatric specialties, and emergency
medicine for the Hawaii Region.

Dr. Yim earned his medical degree from
the University of Hawaii, John A. Burns
School of Medicine and completed his
Internal Medicine residency at Kaiser
Permanente's Santa Clara Medical Center.

Dr. Yim is board certified in Internal

Medicine. He is a member of the

American College of Physicians and is
recognized on the 2015 Best Doctors in
America® list.
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Mark Linscott

Executive Director, Strategic Planning & Deployment

Linscott joined KP in 1992. Since 2014, he has served as the
executive director for Strategic Planning and Deployment. In
this role, Linscott provides leadership, business and information
technology acumen, and management for the region's strategic
direction and ancillary services. His division is responsible
for service delivery planning, process improvement, KP
HealthConnect® Training &Support, Lab Services and

Diagnostic Imaging. Mark has process oversight of the regional's capital management
portfolio, and is a member of the capital funding committee.

Linscott has 20 years of experience in health care and integrating new technologies into
operations. His leadership has enabled the region to achieve HIMSS Analytics Stage 7,
which honors hospitals that share and use electronic patient data to improve process
performance, quality of care, and patient safety.

Jean Melnikoff, SPHR

Vice President of Human Resources

Melnikoff joined Kaiser Permanente in 1988. She was
appointed to her current role in February of 2014. As the senior
Human Resources director for the Southern California Region
from 2008 to 2014, Jean's accountabilities included oversight
of HR directors for six Southern California Medical Centers,

regional recruitment director, HR compliance investigations,
disability management, and Regional Offices' HR services.

Melnikoffhas distinguished herself in working with labor as the Labor Management
Partnership Co-Lead for several councils and committees.

From 1997 until 2008, Melnikoff was the HR director for the Orange County Medical
Centers {Anaheim and Irvine) in Southern California.

Melnikoffhas a Bachelor of Arts degree in Sociology from the University of California,
Santa Barbara and Senior Professional in Human Resources (SPHR) certification.
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Linda Puu, RN

Hospital
Administrator

Puu joined KP
in 1997. In her

current role as

the hospital
administrator at

the Moanalua

Medical Center, Puu has executive

oversight of Hospital Services at Kaiser
Permanente's Moanalua Medical Center

and responsibility for the strategic
development, planning, and delivery
of patient care services. In addition,
she provides her clinical expertise to
the construction and renovation project
teams at the medical center to assure that

patients, visitors, and staff are safe and
comfortable.

A graduate of the University of Phoenix,
Puu holds a Master of Science in Nursing.
She served as the Chief Nurse Executive

and brings over 27 years of clinical and
leadership experience in Critical Care,
Coronary Care, Telemetry, Respiratory
and Pulmonary Services, and Perinatal
Services.

Gary Kienbaum,
RN, MSN

Interim Chief

Nursing Officer
at Moanalua

Medical Center

Kienbaum joined
KP in 2002. Since

2013, Kienbaum

has been the director of perioperative
services responsible for planning and
directing activities from all phases of the
member experience from admitting, to
the operating room, to outpatient care.
Prior to that, he's served in a variety of
roles including manager of the hospital
operations center, project manager of the
electronic record deployment, and the
business/IT manager for the perioperative
services department. Kienbaum is the
past chair of the Nurse Advisory Council,
which isa problem-solving group that
comes together to solve complex labor
and management challenges.

Before joining KP, Kienbaum was the
director of clinical operations at Castle
Medical Center and he was also a nurse

manager Straub Clinic and Hospital in
Honolulu.

Kienbaum earned his Bachelor of Science

degree from the University of Alaska and
his Master's of Nursing Science from the
University of Phoenix in Honolulu.
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Keith K.

Ogasawara, MD
Associate

Medical Director

and Professional

Chief of Staff,

Moanalua

Medical Center

Dr. Ogasawara
joined HPMG in 2000. He Is the HPMG
leader accountable for Moanalua Medical

Center's professional staff, helping to
oversee successful attainment of regional
quality, safety and service goals in
partnership with Hospital Administration.

Dr. Ogasawara earned his medical degree
from Georgetown University School of
Medicine and completed his residency
in Obstetrics and Gynecology at the
University of Hawaii, John A. Burns School
of Medicine. Following his residency,
Dr. Ogasawara pursued a fellowship
in Maternal and Fetal Medicine at the

University of Southern California.

Dr. Ogasawara is board certified in
Maternal-Fetal Medicine and Obstetrics

and Gynecology. He is a Fellow of
the Pacific Coast Obstetrical and

Gynecological Society and a Fellow of the
American Congress of Obstetricians and
Gynecologists. Dr. Ogasawara also serves
as an Associate Clinical Professor for

Gynecology at the University of Hawaii,
John A. Burns School of Medicine and

a Clinical Instructor for the University
of California, San Francisco School of

Medicine. He is recognized on the 2015
Best Doctors in America® and America's

Top Doctors® lists.

rc::n:

Tarquin K.
Collis. MD, MS

Associate

Medical Director

(AMD) of Medical

Specialties; Chief
of Infectious

Disease

Dr. Collis

oversees care delivery for all medical
specialties at Kaiser Permanente Hawaii.
In addition, he serves as the chief of

infectious disease.

Dr. Collis received his medical degree
from Weill Cornell Medical College
and completed his residency in Internal
Medicine at the Hospital of the University
of Pennsylvania. He went on to complete
a fellowship in Infectious Disease at the
University of Washington and earned a
master's degree in Epidemiology from
UW's School of Public Health during
fellowship.

Dr. Collis is board certified in Infectious

Disease and Internal Medicine. He is

recognized on the 2015 Best Doctors in
America® and America's Top
Doctors® lists.
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Samir A. Patel, MD

Associate Medical Director of PrimaryCare Operations and
Innovations

Dr. Pate! joined HPMG in 2000. In his current role, Dr. Pate!
oversees regional primary care operations and participates in
the development of population registries; tools that prompt
physicians and care teams at the point of care; and programs
that managers can use to track individual, team, clinic
and regional performance. He focuses on improving local

performance, aligned with performance metrics set by local operations and quality
leaders. Dr. Patel is a regional resource and program liaison between KPHI and KP Care
Management Institute (CMI).

Dr. Patel earned his medical degree from the University of Cincinnati College of
Medicine and completed his residency in Family Medicine at the University of Arizona
Medical Center.

Dr. Patel is board certified in Family Medicine and is a member of the American
Academy of Family Physicians. He is also a Clinical Preceptor for the University of Hawaii
Residency Program. Dr. Patel is recognized on the 2015 Best Doctors in America® and
America's Top Doctors® lists.

Frank Richardson

Vice President and Regional Counsel, Legal and Government
Relations

Richardson joined KP in 2002. In his current role, Frank
Richardson oversees operations of both the Legal Department
and the Government Relations Department in the region,
and isa member of the leadershipteam of the organization's
national legal department. Richardson's workfocuses on
regulatory and corporate compliance, health plan regulatory

advice, litigation management, risk management, privacy, scope of practice guidance,
regulatory advocacy, and general provider operations legal support. Frank leads local
legislative and regulatory advocacy.

Before joining Kaiser Permanente, Richardson worked for the Honolulu law firm of Rush
Moore Craven Button Morry & Beh. He obtained his law degree from Boston University
School of Law, and his Bachelorof Arts degree from Harvard University.
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Thomas Risse

Chief Financial Officer and Vice President of Business

Operations

Risse joined KP in 2009. In his current role, Risse directs all
aspects of the organization's financial operations, including
supply chain and revenue cycle management, financial
reporting, and analysis. His 19-year career has included
positions with medical groups, hospital systems, and health
plans.

Prior to joining KP, he held roles at Providence Health & Services in Washington and
Children's Healthcare of California & Children's Hospital of Orange County in California.

Risse earned a Bachelor of Science degree in business administration and a Master
of Business Administration from the University of Southern California in Los Angeles,
California. He is a fellow and certified health care finance professional in the Healthcare
Financial Management Association, and serves on the board of directors of the YMCA
of Oahu.

Mark D. Santi, MD

Associate Medical Director of Surgical Specialties

Dr. Santi joined HPMG in 1994 as an orthopaedic surgeon,
specializing in foot, ankle and knee reconstruction. He served

^ as chief of the Department of Orthopaedics before being
appointed AMD of Surgical Specialties. In this role. Dr. Santi

^ ^ oversees care delivery for anesthesiology, cardiothoracic
surgery, general surgery, bariatric surgery, neurosurgery,
ophthalmology, optometry, orthopaedic surgery, podiatry,

sports medicine, otolaryngology, plastic surgery, urology, and vascular surgery. In
addition. Dr. Santi serves as HPMG's physician leader for facility construction and
projects for Moanalua Medical Center and Mapunapuna Medical Office.

Dr. Santi earned his medical degree from the University of California, San Diego School
of Medicine and completed his residency in Orthopaedic Surgery at the University of
Hawaii, John A. Burns School of Medicine. Following his residency. Dr. Santi completed
his fellowship in lower extremity (foot and ankle) reconstruction at the University of
California, San Diego Medical Center.

Dr. Santi is board certified in Orthopaedic Surgery and is a member of the Hawaii
Orthopaedic Association and the American Academy of Orthopaedic Surgeons. He
also serves as an Assistant Clinical Professor at the University of Hawaii, John A. Burns
School of Medicine, and as an Orthopaedic Team Physician for the University of Hawaii.
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I Management Plan for the Maui Region
Provide information on the Proposer's plans for the following:

1. Governance and Organizational Model

a. Description of organizational governance and management structure

I Highlights
' )

Kaiser Permanente {"KP") is an integrated health care delivery system. Its
i organizations include; Kaiser Foundation Health Plans, Inc., Kaiser Foundation

Hospitals, and Permanente Medical Groups

Kaiser Permanente's Hawaii Region (KP Hawaii) has a physician/administrator (dyad)
leadership management structure, led by the Kaiser Foundation Health Plan and
Hospitals President (Mary Ann Barnes) and the President and Executive Medical

I Director of Hawaii Permanente Medical Group (Geoff Sewell, MD)

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Management Plan for the Maui Region

Kaiser Permanente Geography:
Kaiser Permanente is organized into seven regions. Our Hawaii Region
the islands of Oahu, Maui, Lanai, Hawaii, Kauai and Molokai.

encompasses

Markets and Membership: 10 Million Members
Membership as of March 2015

Northwest Region
Portland, OR

Vancouver, WA

522,000 members

Northern

California Region
3.78 million members

Southern

California Region
4.01 million members

Hawaii Region
242,000 members

Ml
Colorado Region
624,000 members

Mid-Atlantic

Region
f Washington, DC

Maryland
Virgina

606,000 members

Georgia Region
275,000 members

Kaiser Permanente Organizational Structure:
In the Hawaii region. Kaiser Foundation Health Plans ("KFHP") contract with Kaiser
Foundation Hospitals ("KFH") and the Hawaii Permanente Medical Group ("HPMG") for
the care of our members.

Kaiser Permanente's Integrated Care Model
Kaiser Permanente's integrated care model promotes collectiveaccountability and
coordination of patient care. This results in health care experiences and outcomes that set
quality, efficiency, and affordability standards.

Kaiser Foundation Health Plans

Nonprofit, tax exempt 501(c)(3)
organization

Contract Hawaii Permanente Medical Group

Taxable, independent; self governing

Deliver quality medical care
Contracts with employer
groups and individual
members

Arranges medical
and hospital services

Contract Care

Nonprofit, tax exempt
501(c)(3) organization

Kaiser Foundation Hospitals / Hawaii

Owns and operates 1 inpatient facility,
Moanalua Medical Center, and 22

outpatient clinics statewide

Shareholder / employed
physicians

Contracts with

community physicians
as appropriate

Contracts with

community hospitals

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. This Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
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Management Plan for the Maui Region

Kaiser Permanente Hawaii ("KP Hawaii") - Kaiser Permanente Hawaii is an integrated
health care delivery system. Its organizations include KFHP, KFH and HPMG

Kaiser Foundation Health Plan, Inc. ("KFHP") - KFHP is a tax exempt 501(c)(3) not-
for-profit corporation that operates health care benefit plans and provides or arranges
(primarily through KFH and HPMG) for the provision of health care services for its
members in Hawaii. KFHP is licensed by the State of Hawaii as an HMO to provide
prepaid health care services, which includes both commercial and government
products, primarily Medicare and Medicaid.

KFHP's licensed service area includes Maui County, where KFHP operates a full range
of professional and ambulatory services at six Maui County locations (Kihei, Lahaina,
Maui Lani, Maui Lani Elua, Wailuku, and Behavioral Health Services at Wells Street).
KFHP operates 22 outpatient clinics statewide with a full range of professional and
ambulatory health care services, including primary and specialty care services, home
health, two outpatient dialysis centers in Wailuku and Lahaina, physical therapy, and
sports medicine. KFHP predominately conducts its business in Hawaii through KFH and
HPMG; both are described below. KFHP is governed nationally by a national board of
directors, a CEO and Chairman of the Board (Bernard Tyson), and a regional President
in each Region.

Kaiser Foundation Hospitals ("KFH") - KFH is a tax-exempt 501(c)(3) not-for-profit
corporation that owns, operates, and contracts hospital, skilled nursing, dialysis, home
health and other facility services throughout Hawaii. KFH owns and operates its 285
bed acute care hospital on Oahu (Moanalua Medical Center), originally built in 1985,
which is licensed by the State of Hawaii.

Mary Ann Barnes, RN, MSN is the Hawaii President for KFHP and KFH.

Hawaii Permanente Medical Group ("HPMG") - Founded in 1960, HPMG is a Hawaii
professional corporation with over 600 staffand protem physicians and providers,
representing over 60 specialties. HPMG provides or arranges for professional and
related medical care for KFHP members through a mutually exclusive contractual
arrangement with KFHP. HPMG also contracts with community physicians and
practitioners to provide additional professional services to members and meet HPMG's
contractual commitment to KFHP. HPMG currentlycontracts with physicians/providers in
Maui and throughout Hawaii covering a broad range of specialties and subspecialties.
HPMG is governed by a nine-member voting board of directors.

Geoffrey S. Sewell, MD, FACP is the President and Executive Medical Director for
HPMG.

Our management approach relies upon a dyad leadership structure that pairs a
physician executive leader with a management executive. This dyad structure begins
at the top and is replicated throughout the various levels of the organization. Kaiser
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Permanente believes the dyad structure promotes teamwork and alignment on culture,
strategy, goals, and execution.

Leadership Team

Mary Anne Barnes, RN, MSN
President of KaiserFoundation Hospitals

and Health Plan, Hawaii Region

Mark Linscott

Executive Director,
Strategic Planning &

Deployment

Jean Melnikoff

Vice President of Human

Resources

Linda Puu, RN
Hospital Administrator,

Moanalua Medical

Center

P.
Frank Richardson

Janna Muscare, RN
Vice President of Quality,

Safety and Patient
Experience

Rudy Manila
Vice President of Resource

Management/Clinical
Operations Support

Gary Kienbaum, RN, MSN
Interim Chief Nursing
Officer at Moanalua

Medical Center

Thomas Risse
Vice President and Regional Chief Financial Officer and

Counsel, Legal and Vice President of Business
Government Relations Operations

Geoffrey S. Sewell, MD, FACP
President and Executive Medical Director,

Hawaii Permanente Medical Group (HPMG)

Karen I. Ching, MD,
PharmD

Associate Medical

Director of Quality
and Safety

Kelley B. Ylm, MD
Associate Medical

Directorof Hospital
Specialties

Keith K. Ogasawara, MD
Associate Medical Director

and Professional

Chief of Staff

Samir A. Patel, MD
Associate Medical Director

of Primary Care Operations
and Innovations

David M. Ulin, MD
Physician-in-Chief (PIC) of
Kaiser Permanente's Maul

Clinics and Hospital-
Based Programs

Sally Lee, RN, MSN
Vice President of

ClinicOperations

J
Tarquin K. Collis, MD, MS

Associate Medical

Director (AMD) of Medical
Specialties; Chief of
Infectious Disease

Mark D. Santi, MD
Associate Medical Director

of SurgicalSpecialties
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b. Where would Maui fit in this governance structure?

Highlights

MRHS would be managed and operated by a newly established company which
would be a subsidiary to Kaiser Foundation Hospitals

KP Hawaii proposes the NewCo have a nine member Board with fiduciary
responsibility
Board chaired by the Hawaii Region President
Strong complement of local representatives, including a minimum of five
members who are Maui residents, three of whom shall be appointed by the
Execution Authority

In the proposed public-private partnership, we commit to maintaining the Maui
regional facilities as not-for-profit community-based organizations open to all patients
throughout the term of the lease.

We believe it is essential to preserve the engagement and voice of community
stakeholders in the governance of the Maui Region. As a result, we are proposing
a shared governance model that incorporates representation from the leaders and
providers of Maui and the leadership of KP Hawaii. This approach will serve and
strengthen our commitment to delivering high-quality health care for the people of
Maui on Maui. At the same time, we must achieve the value and efficiency created from
our scale to drive a reduction in the state subsidy needed to operate the hospitals.

Proposed Governance Model:

We propose to create a new Hawaii nonprofit company with the sole purpose of
operating the three MRHS facilities. This new company ("NewCo") would be a Hawaii
non-profit limited liability company (LLC). Kaiser Foundation Hospitals would be the
company's sole member (owner). NewCo would be nonprofit and tax exempt in the
eyes of the Internal Revenue Service (no filings or approvals would be needed). NewCo
would obtain the requisite licenses from the State of Hawaii to operate these three
facilities. As a part of NewCo, MRHS would remain a distinct entity within the KP Hawaii
Region, separately governed.

NewCo would be a "manager-managed LLC", and we propose the creation of a nine
member board. A minimum of five managers of NewCo would be residents of the
Maui community. The board of NewCo would be composed of three Maui residents
appointed by the Execution Authority, one independent Maui physician appointed by
the Medical Executive Committee of MMMC, and five members appointed by KP. The
board would have fiduciary responsibilities over the operations of the Maui hospitals,
subject to the terms of a lease for the facilities that would be executed with MRHS.
The operating agreement of NewCo would reserve certain authority to KFH as its sole
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member. The KFH Hawaii President will serve as Chairman and CEO of NewCo's board.

All members of NewCo's board would be required to serve withoutsalary in their
capacity as board members.

We propose to work
closely with the
Governor, the Board

of Hawaii Health

Systems Corporation
("HHSC")and the Maul

Regional Board and
other local community
organizations, business,
labor and civic groups
to identify potential
members of the NewCo

board, focusing on candidates with the knowledge and skill sets necessary to ensure the
ongoing success of the hospital system on Maui.

Chairman & CEO

Maui Residents

Appointed by
Execution

Authority
(3)

KP Hawaii Regional President
(Mary Ann Barnes)

Independent Maui
Physician Appointed
by MMMC Medical

Executive

Committee

(1)

Appointed NewCo Board

individuals
Appointed

byKP
(5)

Board Authority:

Based on our initial review and subject to the final form of definitive agreements
including the form of lease, KFH would propose that the board of NewCo exercise
the authority to oversee the management ofthe day-to-day operations of the Maui
hospitals. KFH would have certain reserved authority to approve recommendations from
the Maui board on significant business decisions, including:

The addition of assets to the leased property of the Maui Region, all physical or
capital improvements, replacement and disposal ofobsolete or worn assets

Ownership of any other tangible assets that are acquired by and owned after
acquired assets

Control over any subsidiaries or controlled affiliates

Approval over any material changes to participation in Medicare and Medicaid
programs

Oversight overcommunity benefit and indigent careand charity care policies

The right to appoint the CEO

The right to recommend capital/operating budgets (subject to the approval ofthe
Hawaii State Directorof Finance and appropriation of the legislature as well as the
approval of KFH) and strategicplans (subject to the approval of KFH)

The right to seek capital and operating support from the Stateof Hawaii provided
for under the Transition Law and the Definitive agreements in orderto upgrade
facilities and equipment needed to provide high-quality careand enhance patient
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CORRECTION

On pages 29 and 30 of the Proposal, the section entitled, "Board Authority," includes eleven
bulleted items. The text states that the eleven bulleted items are powers reserved to the sole
member of NewCo, Kaiser Foundation Hospitals. This was a drafting error. A correcting and
clarifying email was sent on September 10, 2015, that stated, in part, the following:

"Our intent has been to develop a model in which substantially all authority would lie with the
NewCo Maui Board which includes the bullet pointed list on page 29 of the RFP. With regard
to reserved powers for the KFH Board, these would be limited to things such as incurrence of
debt beyond an established threshold or things that would have a direct impact on KFH
nationally".



Management Plan for the Maui Region ' -

experience in Hawaii

" Decisions regarding granting medical staffprivileges, approving amendments
to the medical staffbylaws and all other medical staffand hospital matters and
activities required for state licensure or by The Joint Commission and participation
under Medicare and Medicaid programs

• Establishment of an ongoing quality improvement program that reflects the
complexity of the hospital organization and sen/ices

• Other appropriate authority to be determined subject to the terms of the lease and
to KFH reserved authority

c. What level of centralization or standardization do you employ
throughout your organization?

Highlights

» Kaiser Permanente has a blend of centralized and local services for most functions

(detailed by business area below), leveraging the scale of the organization while
enabling a local community focus

' We are committed to local employment and keeping jobs in Maui County to the
greatest extent possible, balancing the joint desire of KP, MRHS and the State to
improve financial performance through realizing administrative efficiencies and
clinical excellence

To maximize efficiency, minimize costs, and maintain a unified strategic vision. Kaiser
Permanente centralizes certain key services, including: group purchasing of equipment,
supplies and pharmaceuticals, treasury functions, payroll processing, information
technology, and revenue cycle management. This allows us to take advantage of
economies of scale and purchasing discounts, and avoid replicating expensive
infrastructure services and administrative overhead.

The list below addresses specific requested areas of services, including their level of
centralization / standardization;

Area of Business Level of Centralization / Standardization

Reimbursement Standardized practices are in place for the complete patient
business services and revenue cycle functions. Training programs
are provided for patient business services staff. The billing
and back end collection functions are centralized in the Hawaii

region. The remaining patient business services functions are
decentralized.
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Area of Business

Health Plan

Negotiations

Strategic
Planning

EMR/IT Platform

Level of Centralization / Standardization

There are standard procedures, templates, and centralization
for provider and payor contracts within a contract management
group (separate groups for HP/Hospital and Professional
services). We have existing participating agreements with two
payors (HMSA and HMAA) for emergency service that do apply
to MMMC, and our contract management group will negotiate
agreements with other commercial payers as required. HPMG also
partners to administer provider contracts via electronic signature
with affiliate providers and service networks to provide care.
We have a robust year-round national and regional strategic
planning process built on one, five, and ten year horizons. The
process begins with a local market assessment of the trends in
health care quality, affordability, population growth, capacity,
and emerging technologies. In Hawaii, our process is built on an
island by island assessment, where we take into consideration the
local influencesof population diversity and ethnicity. The local
plan is developed by the Hawaii regional executive team. The
plan is integrated with KP's other regions at the national level to
develop a unified strategic plan. The Hawaii region has a strategic
planning and implementation department to support the strategic
planning process.
KP HealthConnect® uses Epic's platform and provides real
time access to the medical record at all KP Hawaii locations.

KP HealthConnect® was designed to enhance core business
functions, (e.g. enable integrated and accurate billing; promote
patient safety with comprehensive, legible records; eliminate
duplicate lab/radiology/other test; support practice, including
population care management, through evidence-based medicine
and provide connectivityto affiliate providers/services). Further,
KP HealthConnect® provides reliable patient safety protocols,
(e.g. drug-drug interaction at ordering and at dispensing
process, enables medical evidence of care via smart sets for
physicians/practitioners, and standardizes research and public
health surveillance). Moreover, KP HealthConnect® supports
an enterprise data warehouse and common metrics that enable
identification and dissemination of operational best practices/
clinical guidelines quickly. Most importantly, it provides our
members, patients and families with secure, online and mobile
access to their patient information as well as easy access to our
services, including secure messaging with doctors, appointment
scheduling, lab results, and prescription refill ordering.
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Area of Business

GPO/

Procurement

Practitioner

Credentialing

Level of Centralization / Standardization

To facilitate efficiencies and leverage the buying power of a large
national health care delivery organization, we utilize a national
Kaiser Permanente function through the Group Purchasing
Organization ("GPO") Med Assets that negotiates large national
pharmacy and supply chain contracts. Contracts not covered
under the national contracting process are centralized within our
Hawaii regional supply chain management group. The regional
contracting process follows standard procedures that maximize
efficiencies.

The credentialing and re-credentialing of practitioners who
provide health care services are subject to standardized and
centralized processes that are executed locally to help assure the
consistency, accuracy, confidentiality of credentialing applications
and related information; and compliance with local medical staff
bylaws with respect to those practitioners who exercise hospital
privileges. Such practitioners include, but are not limited to:
physicians, podiatrists, dentists, advance practice nurses and
physician assistants.

When changes to the credentialing process are required, the
local Credentialing & Privileging ("C&P") Committee proposes
policy amendments to the Hawaii Quality Committee and the
Medical Executive Committee (MEC). The C&P Committee

monitors compliance with credentialing policies and procedures
throughout the Hawaii region and takes all necessary steps to
communicate non-compliance with the policy to appropriate
individuals and management, including the local compliance
department.

Regulatory The KP Hawaii regional compliance department is led by the
Compliance regional compliance officerand includes a director of compliance

operations, a privacy and security officer, a hospital compliance
officer, a care delivery compliance specialist, a research
and IRB administrator, and several analysts and consultants.
Compliance work is standardized in how investigations are
conducted, corrective actions implemented, annual compliance
training is administered and tracked, as well as approval and
implementation of policies and procedures. In addition, KP as
an organization has a centralized hotline system for employees
to report compliance issues. Cases, investigations, audits, and
corrective actions, are tracked in a central system. The regional
compliance department is supported by a national compliance
office.
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Area of Business

Care Based on

Best Science

Patient-Centered

Care

Capital/
Operating
Budgets

Legal and
Government

Relations

Level of Centralization / Standardization

To provide reliable, safe, timely, efficient, effective, patient/family-
centered quality care that meets or exceeds national benchmarks,
Kaiser Permanente uses evidence-based medicine in creating
clinical standards and integrated care pathways. With centralized
evidence-based resources - including one of the world's most
extensive virtual clinical libraries and an industry-leading
electronic medical record - and the active engagement of local
physicians, we are able to research, compile, update, and share
data to improve outcomes in quality and safety across Kaiser
Permanente regions. By leveraging these national resources and
collective expertise, our Hawaii members benefit from these j
best practices. For example, inter-regional specialty chiefs in j
orthopaedics will regularly come together to exchange learnings
that optimize outcomes for common procedures such as total hip
replacement.
We strongly believe in putting the patient at the center of care j
and that care must be delivered in a collaborative manner -

collaborative among primary care providers and specialists, and
collaborative with patientsand families in the spirit of shared
decision-making. Because of this, we regularly measure patient
satisfaction and conduct provider peer evaluations and use this as
part of our provider evaluation and quality improvement process.
Budgeting begins at the department level in Hawaii following '
careful financial planning and forecasting. The budget process
is guided by the Strategic Plan so that resources are available to
execute on the plan's objectives. Regional budgets are approved
and consolidated at the Kaiser Permanente national program
level.

All legal services and government relations functions are provided
and managed by our local legal and government relations i
department, with support available from the national legal and
government relations offices, as necessary.
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Area of Business

Locally-
Developed
Grand Rounds

Research

Pharmacy/Mall
Order Pharmacy

Level of Centralization / Standardization

In order to provide the latest medical information to our front
line clinical staff and to share specialized knowledge with primary
care providers and between specialty and surgical departments,
HPMG has created a unique Grand Rounds program. This
program features regular lectures on cutting-edge medicine
and often includes the distribution of specific written practice
guidelines and other tools to ensure the application of new
practice standards. Along with Grand Rounds, we use clinical
department quality meetings, electronic medical record best
practice alerts, real-time HEDIS patient information, and local
subject matter experts to support our providers in delivering high-
quality care to our patients and members.
Our organization invests significantly in research and innovation
partnerships, leading to technological and clinical discoveries
that influence medical practice. Kaiser Permanente receives more
research funding from the National Institutes of Health than any
other institution in the U.S. Consequently, Kaiser Permanente
physicians, including many who practice in Hawaii, contribute to
nearly 1,000 research articles published annually in prestigious,
peer-reviewed journals including the Permanente Journal. Every
two years, HPMG hosts a Research and Innovation Symposium
attended by our providers and partners to highlight ongoing
research efforts and facilitate new initiatives.

Through the Kaiser Permanente Center for Health Research
Hawaii, more than 170 clinical trials and research projects are
currently underway in the islands, providing Kaiser Permanente
members in Hawaii access to potentially life-extending cancer
drugs only available through these trials.

Nationally, KP provides pharmaceutical supply chain, drug
formulary management, and benefit design to successfully
manage drug and dispensing costs.

Our pharmacy systems and processes are standardized to:

^ Promote increased quality, safety and affordability

^ Ensure safe medication use from discharge to home

• Monitor use and control of high risk drugs

Support effective population management of chronic
diseases

" Offer increased access to pharmacies

• Provide the convenience of our mail order pharmacy sen/ice

CONFIDENTIAL AND PROPRIETARY. Tliis Proposal includes proprietary and confidential data that shall not
be duplicated, used, or disclosed, in whole or in part, for any purpose other than to evaluate this Proposal.
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